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Reaching lnto fhought is the latert cibleforcetobelieveth€existeKeofa
edited volume examining the psycho- like (ause...The resmblatre betwixt
logical abilities of the great apes. tn the the actions of animab and those of
opening chapter, Anne Russon and menissoentireinthisrBpe(tthevery
Kim Eard (two of the book.s editors) first action o{ the fiBt animl w shall
asJure us that the minds of these pleaetopitchon,willafford6anin_
species are 'very much like our own., contertable argument for th€ p(6ent
that 'researchers are regularly finding doctrine, (p. 1*).
heretofore unexpected realms and Hume was at lean right io me re-
deg.ees of limilarity'. and that these sp(t _ the argument was pesBrive.
similariti€s are 'particularly useful for One hundred and fifty yea6 laler,
evolutionary reconstructions,(p. l4). Charles Daruin and Gsg€ John
There are caveats, to be sure, but the Romanes resurrected the rgultHt by
authors are careful to protect th€ analogy as the foundatkn lq the
intellectual abilities of these animals: new field of comparafire pqpnlogl{.
'although grear ape abitities fall weil And, t2O year afts rhat Reachmg
short of those achieved by humans. evi - tnto fhougiht <onfirms that reilcheB
den(e that all the great apes (an handle still find the argum$t thooghly
such tasks as rudimentary language, in- persuasive.
sightfulortool-assistedproblem-rclving. Unfortunately, the argument by
and 

"bstract 
learning is seriously chal- analogy is as flawed 6 it is peBasive.

lengingtraditionalviesthattheirrea(h We piopose that gen€ral behryioral
G bounded by symbolic level process- similaritiesbetweenhumacandgreat
ing'(p. 8). lndeed, as many as l6 of the apes are silent with respect to th€ level
19 chapt€rs stress similarities and play of psythologicl similarity addressed
dM differences. 8y the end of the by most of the contributors to ttlis vol-
volume. Parker (the third editor) and umee. ln order to undeGtand why,
Russon digest the evidence and offer consider the follming examy'e imag_
what they see as the accepted view: ine that you observe two autornobiles
'thevariour(ontributorstothisvolume traveling along a highway. Frm the
concur with other primatologistJ that similarity in their appearaffe and mG
baring inappropriate rearing conditions, tion you conclude that their operation
qr::t apes display symbotic (ognitive must be based on verysimilarpririples.
skills iimilar to those children achieve And indeed, you could be reffibly
between 2 and 3 years of ag€, (p. 430). certain from your kllmledge o{ the

On the surface, this sounds im- history of automobilB that you could
pre$ive. and the uninitiated might be verify this assumption by opening up
convinced that the only thing left to their hoods. But what about odEr di_
quibble about is exactly how similar mensions of similarity, such as ttl6e
great ape minds are to our own. related to th€ automobilet represn_
lndeed. the visual rhetoric of National tations of itself? For examplq, from
Geographic and BBC documentaries on their spontaneoG behaviorabn€. could
chimpanzee social organization. tool- youtell if onecontainedaspcedometer
use and cooperative hunting have and the other did not? Obvb6ly not,
already smoothed the way, preparing because in this caft the reprsen-
the reader to be persuaded that the tational system (the speedorEter) does
remarkable behavioral similarity be- not endow the automobile with any
tween humans and apes is a sure guide novel behaviors per c. Likwis, we
to a comparable degree of psychological suspect that the evolutim ofhigft{rder
timilarity. 8ut lrom where does this mental representation, smingly 50
persuasion derive exactly? Over two- characteristicofhumancognitbr!might
and-a'half centuries ago, David Humer not have been associated with the evo_
identified its source as the argument lution o{ bundles of new behavioral
by analogy, one that he deemed un- units.
assailable:'this doctrine fthat similarity But if speedometeB fail to endow
in behavior guaranteei similarity in automobiles with behavio6 that are
mental processesl,' he wrote, 'is as us€- impossible without them. whyar€ they
ful a5 it is obvious...'tis from the resem- installed in the first place? The answe.
blan(e of the external actions of ani- is that although the automobile.s basic
mals to those we ourselves perform, set of behavio.s is not enlarged by the
that we judge their internal lactions] addition o{ the speedometer, many o{
lakewise to resemble ours...' (p. 176). those behaviors become easie. to per-
He (ontinued:'!!hen...we see other form(e.g.maintiiningaconstantspeed.
(reatures, in m,llions of instances, per- estimating times of arrival), and still
form like actions, and direct them to others become practical fo( the first
like ends, all our principles oi reason time. Likewise, the work of Annette
and probability carry us with an invin Karmiloff-Smith and other dewlopmen-

tal psychologists has thom thal even
in the case of human development.
profound age-relaied differences in
cognitive abilities are not ne(essarily
linked to profound differences in spon-
taneous behavior'o. On the other hand,
if someone were to insirt on being
shown some behavior that an auto-
mobile with a gpeedometer could per-
form, and that one without a speed-
ometer could not it would be very
difficult to do so if we only had re-
course to their spontaneous behavior.
This demand. however, is based on the
illogical a$umption that the emergence
of nov€l representational Jystems must
lead to definable behavioG that are
not only novel, but alro othemise im-
possible. Yet thir is specifically the de-
mand of those who are particularly
convinced by the argumst by analogy.

Thus, although the evolution of
.new, functionally useful psychological
slatems might generate new represen-
tations that causally interact with be-
havioB, these new psychological nruc-
tures might not b€ rsponsible for the
€mergence of tho€ behavior, or be
the direct cause of subcequent occur-
rences of those behavioc. More impor-
tantly. it shos how the addition of
these new representatioro need not be
associated with an expansion in the ex-
isting set of basic behavio.s, nor with
an expansion in the set of possible be-
haviors. Does this mean that we cannot
tell th€ difference between systems
with such (epresentations and those
without them? No; it just means that
the behaviors used to make the infer-
ence could not be of a spontaneous,
ordinary sort. 5o what b€haviors could
be used? To return to our automotive
example, imagin€ that we ask both
drivers to accelerate to 60 km per hr.
One driver will do 50 easily by consult,
ing his speedometer. 8ut the driver of
the automobile without the speed-
ometer will have a difficult time indeed.
And yet even this driver hai driven his
automobile at precisely 60 km per hr
many times before and, with enough
external feedback, could learn to do
what we ask of him.

Elsewhere, we have outlined a
theory that ac(ounts both for the strik-
ing behavioral similarities between hu-
mans and apes. and for the strikinq dis-
similarities in high-level psy(hological
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functions. In short, re hare argued
that the cmplex saial behaviors so
eloquently de*ribed in rs€ral of the
chapteG of this rclume might have
evolved independently of (and perhaps
long b€fore) the ability to interpret
them. On this view, the threfold in-
crea* in human brain sin during th€
pan 2 millim yea6 6 5o might have
been asreiated with the addition of
numerous cognitive spKializations in
areas related io the reprentation of
mental 5tatet (ausl uodeEtanding
and language (in rhorl a specialization
in'explanation'). Such spKializations
could have placed us in the poshion of
having to explain why re and others
do what we do, and why the world op-
€rates the way it dos. Thse psycho-

logical faculties might truly be cog-
nitive sp{ializations of the human
spe(is - abilities not tound in other
primates. lf this is true, it means that
the superficial l€vel of similarity be-
tween them and us can @mfortably
reside alongside profound differences
in high-level cognition. This des not
mean that we cannot train apes to
count imitatq or use tools" nor does it
mean th.t they will not display rudi-
ments of th€se rkills on their own. To
the <ontrary, our theory asgum€s that
such behavioral similarity is widespread.
and furthermore that superficial simi-
larity can be dramatically irKreaJ€d by
training. Horcv€r, the cffieptual reak-
nes in the argument by analogy means
that'demonrtrations' that apes can
count u* language, tr imitate can
never supplant the need forereful and
rigorom reeardr to determire whether
they interpret what they are doing in a
manner rimilar to us. lndeed, although
we do not pretend that they are un-
controveGial, results from or labora-
toryrr-r! as well from that of Michael
Tomasellorari raise the empirical ques-
tion of whether great aps 'interpret'
(in this sense) at all-

Although the view iust described
remains empirically undetemined, it
certainly contrasts sharply with the
view of a number of the contributoG
to the present volume who. on a priori
grounds, see chimpanzes 6 the ulti-
mate challenge to traditional definitions
o{ human uniquen€$', and who see
their om role as'human tuto6'(8oysen,
p.177'1, ot are unembarrased at de-
scribing their research as 'a process of
negotiation within the tranection' be-
tween the human and the ape.'Not
only does Chantek lan orangutanl
move cloier to the target b€havior.'ex-
plains Lyn Miles (p. 295), 'but th€ care-
givers will sometimes adjun the target
behavior toward Chantek's last action.'
Determined to demonstrate 5imilarity,
they train on and on, without directly
confronting the 5obering possibility
that the very effod required to train
them initially to perform the simplest
'symbolic level' tasks (whatever that
means), might in and of ittelf suggest
that their'guccess' could have been
arrived at via an(ient psychological

abilities, largely unrelated to those
that allffi human infants and children
achiwe the $me p€rformance. lndeed,
only four of the chapteG (those by
Ander$n. Visalberghi and Limongelli.
Gomez. and Call and Tomasello) escape
this trap by: (l) recognizing the distin(-
tions between performance and com-
prehension, and (2) to varyin9 d€9rees,
making serious experimental attempt5
to son them out- M6t of the remain-
ing contributions, no matter how inter-
ening their behavioral de(riptions.
simply do not utilize the methods and
experimental designi that could pro-
d(e information Gpable of distinguish-
ing among the multitude of mental
prGesseJ that might undeMite great
ape behavior.

The b@k jek€t stater that Reaching
tnfo lhought ls intended for'res€arche6
interested in (urrent rsearch and thee
retical vies of great ape cognition.'
Howeve(, mu(h of the'theory'con-
tained therein seems hopelessly con-
taminated by the argument by analogy.
lnJtead of a(cepting both similarity
and difference as equally probable
outcomes of evolutionary experiments
in cognition, the editors oi this volume
find great ap€s guilty of the charge of
being like us, long before they are
given a fair chance to prow their inno-
cence. Thus: 'This book is dedicated to
all those great apes who have tolerated
and suffered human presence, as we
struggl€ to overcome our prtron(ep-
tions to see them more clearly as they
are.' A number of the chapteB in this
volume are premised on (*ientifically)
irrelevant dirusions conceming human
uniquenets, animal welfare, and the
dignity - and even rights - of other
spxies. These are issues that are im-
portant to be sure, and will be in-
formed by and interact with *ience.
But if ttudies of chimpanzee cognition
are to ever reach a state of intellectual
maturity. these issues must be divorced
from the conduct and reporting of the
research. This divorce will be painful
and coJtly, but it is a clear case where
rparation is in the interests of all partig
concerned.

But even if humans la(k the will to
follow through with this divorce right
now. we need not give up all hope.
After all, chimpanzees and other great
aps will not tolerate this state of
affairs indefinitely. Not because they
have the capacity to care one way or
the other. but be(ause the methods
and culture of experimental science
will one day catch up with the unusual
mixture of anecdot€, ever-preliminary
and partially reported experiments. and
human politics that currently engulfs
regearch into the mental stat€s of our
closest living relatives. Chimpanzees will
be chimpanzees no matter how much
we wiih them to be otherwise
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